Sand Hutton and Warthill Primary Schools
Art progression of vocabulary

Drawing

Painting

3D /
Sculpture

Collage /
textiles

Printing

EYFS

Y1/2

Y3/4

Y5/6
Calligraphy, chiaroscuro, depth, emphasis,
focal point, foreground, middle ground,
foreshortening, found object, geometric,
gesture, horizon ine, optical illusion,
perspective, tessellation, radial,
manipulate, experiment, light, shade,
vanishing point, sfumato, aerial
perspective, tint, implements, preliminary
study, test media, impasto, wet-in-wet

Thin, thick, light,
dark, strong, soft,
hard

Pencil, pastel, charcoal, chalk, crayon,
drawing, figure, illustration, sketch, line,
shape, colour, sketchbook, pattern,
blend, detail, texture, watercolour,
shade, shape, stencil

Pencil grade, record, media, medium, tone,
composition, cross hatch,
horizontal,vertical, pencil pressure,
proportion, features, images, information,
contour lines, face map, guidelines,
highlight, silhouette, still life, study

Light, dark,
bright, dull,
colourful

Action painting, colour wheel, primary
colour, secondary colour, paint,
paintbrush, pattern, mix, texture shade,
tone, tool, technique, layer, scrape, scale,
blend, brush strokes, complementary
colour, mural, texture

Blocking in, wash, watercolour wash,
thickened paint, acrylic, bleed, cool
colours, warm colours, neutral colours,
contrast, opaque, translucent,
transparent, palette, rotate, spectrum
colour match, apply, detail, effect,
monochromatic colour, resist, still life

Source material, photograph, found
objects, concentration, small elements,
analogous colours, harmonious colours,
gouache, hue, photorealism, pose,
intensity, tint tone

Sculpture, fold,
bend, clay

2D or Two Dimensional, 3D or Three
Dimensional, glue, pottery, scissors,
sculpture, roll, knead, shape, join, coil
pot, textured tile, manipulate, care of
materials, care of tools, tools, construct,
natural materials, man-made materials,
ceramic, coil, collage

Slip, blend, Papier Mache, model,
architecture, artefact mod-roc, wetting,
blending, additive technique, bust, carving,
embellish, origami,
slab, tile

Angle, slip, sculpt, realistic, proportion,
surface texture, flexible, pliable, plane,
attachment, relief position, gesture,
repetition, sequence, dynamic, flowing,
motion, rhythm, proportion, balance

Cut, weave

Pattern, scissors, weave, thread, fabric
crayon, sew, trim French knitting, tie-dye,
embroidery, collage, mosaic, stitch, knot

Dying, quilting, paper and plastic trappings,
textiles, stitch, join needle, thread, button,
repair, embellish

Print,
repeat,pattern,
shapes

Rubbings, smudge, image, reverse,
surface, pressure, rotate

Imprint, impression, mould, monoprint,
background, marbling, absorb, stencil,
pounce, negative image, positive image

Fray, embroidered, warp, weft, batik,
wearable art, wax resist, applique, running
stitch, smocking, ruching, embellish,
accentuate, enhance, detract
Monotype, printing plate, inking up,waterbased, oil-based, overlap, relief, etching,
engraving, indentation, motif, Victorian,
Islamic, rotation, reflection, symmetrical,
repetition

